
CS 330 Homework
JSONograph: Grammars and Interpreters

1 Overview

Your responsibility in this homework is to generate a directed graph for a given JSON
structure. The graphs you create will be represented in the GraphViz DOT language, which
can be interpreted by the freely available dot interpreter. For example, consider the following
JSON structure:

{

"item" : "Thneed",

"quantity" : 3,

"colors" : ["yellow", "green", "chrome"]

}

When translated by your interpreter to the DOT language and converted to an image with
dot, we end up with:

{}

item quantity colors

Thneed 3 []

yellow green chrome

You are encouraged to start with some background reading. The JSON grammar is de-
fined by Douglas Crockford, its originator, at http://www.json.org/fatfree.html. Wikipedia
has a nice summary at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON. The DOT language is de-
scribed succinctly at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DOT_language and more verbosely
at http://www.graphviz.org/pdf/dotguide.pdf.

2 Requirements

Consider the following JSON as you read this specification:

{

"name" : "Black Queen",

"unicode" : 9819

}
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This will be translated by your interpreter to

digraph G {

node0[label="{}"];

node0;

node1[label="name"];

node0 -> node1;

node2[label="Black Queen"];

node1 -> node2;

node3[label="unicode"];

node0 -> node3;

node4[label="9819"];

node3 -> node4;

}

which is visualized by the dot interpreter as

{}

name unicode

Black Queen 9819

In order to complete this homework, please satisfy the following specification:

1. Create all source and output files in a directory named jsonograph.

2. Write an ANTLR grammar in file JSONograph.g. Write an interpreter—which defines
your callbacks—in file Interpreter.java. The callbacks will print to System.out a
DOT code representation of the parsed JSON structure.

3. Create a start non-terminal whose enter and exit callbacks emit to System.out the
surrounding digraph { and } of your graph. Its only production is a JSON value
followed by end-of-file.

4. A value is one of the five terminals, an object non-terminal, or an array non-terminal.

5. Translate each JSON node to DOT by printing two DOT commands: an attribute
specification and a node declaration. For example, suppose “502” is the first node you
encounter. Translate it to DOT as:
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node0 [label="502"];

node0;

The first line is the attribute specification and the second is the node declaration.

Set the attribute specification for each of the seven value types with a line of the
format node# [label="LABEL"], where # is replaced by the serial identifier of the node
(following the order that each value is seen in the JSON file) and LABEL is replaced by
the node’s label. The root node will be node0, the next node visited will be node1,
and so on. For each terminal node in the graph, label it with the node text. Label
each object with {}. Label each array with [].

As you visit each node that has a parent node (which is all but the root), issue a
node declaration of the format parent -> child, where parent is the identifier of the
parent node (e.g., node0) and child is the identifier of the child node. As you visit the
root element, issue a node declaration of the format node0.

The node# is used in the DOT code but it is not displayed in the graph. Its purpose to
uniquely identify a value so that you may relate one node to another. You may think
that we could use the actual labels for this purpose. Labels alone, however, may not
be unique.

6. Use the example files and make sure your output matches the expected output, even
in whitespace.

7. Crockford’s “railroad diagrams” are an excellent model for your productions and may
be translated directly into ANTLR’s metalanguage. Matching string literals, however,
is a bit more complicated than the others. To match a string, use following lexical
rules:

STRING

: ’"’ ( ~(’\\’|’"’) | ESCAPED)*? ’"’

;

fragment ESCAPED

: ’\\’ (’"’|’\\’|’/’|’b’|’f’|’n’|’r’|’t’|’u’ HEX HEX HEX HEX)

;

fragment HEX

: (’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’0’..’9’)

;

The STRING rule can be interpreted as “match all characters from one set of double-
quotes to the first unescaped set.” Be sure to include only one set of quotation marks
when you write a String out to the DOT language.
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8. Write in your Interpreter class a main method that accepts as its single command-
line argument a name of a file containing a JSON value. It creates a lexer for the file,
a token stream, and a parser. It then executes the parser’s start rule and walks the
resulting parse tree with an Interpreter instance.

9. Your code will not be tested with malformed JSON input. It must run on the thingies.
Only the textual output will be checked, though you can turn the DOT output into a
graph at the shell:

java Interpreter my.json > my.dot

dot -Tpng -o my.png my.jdot

Individuals who have X forwarding can run display my.png to see the image without
leaving the command line.

10. Zip up your directory to jsonograph.zip with

(cd .. && zip -r jsonograph.zip jsonograph)

This command assumes your current working directory is jsonograph. The *.zip file
is placed in the parent directory.

11. To test your code, run the following:

(cd .. && ~/w330/jsonograph/test_jsonograph)

This script only tests a few things like proper names and basic functionality. This
script does not test all requirements. You need to do your own testing too. Failure to
do so will likely result in a rejected submission. After you pass these tests, the script
will prompt you to submit and notify us of your submission.

3 Meta

The reference implementation of Interpreter.java is about 118 lines of code, and the JSON-
graph grammar is 37 lines. If your code is twice as long, consider how you might simplify it.
If it’s half as long, will your grader be able to read it? If it’s half as long and readable, tell
us your secrets.
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